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About This Game

Mistero a VillaMilaFlora è JRPG isometrico "ZeldaLike" con una componente Metroidvania (tipo Pokemon pe' Gameboy pe'
capisse) ambientato a Roma, nella facoltà di Filosofia dell'Università della Sostanza, Villa MilaFlora appunto. Andrea, il nostro

eroe, dovrà affrontare mille peripezie al fine di rintracciare tutti i componenti del Grande Artefatto e, fondamentalmente,
passare la giornata.

Interagisci con valanghe di personaggi fortemente caratterizzati e lasciati smarrire nel dedalo di quest e missioni da portare a
termine, perché Mistero a Villa MilaFlora ti rapirà cuore ed anima.

Forse.
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Title: Mistero a Villa MilaFlora
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Armando
Publisher:
Armando Old Style Games
Franchise:
Old Style Armando
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp (anche Mac o Linux, ma dovete usare il programma Wine, leggete il manuale)

Processor: Tranquilli, è leggero

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Una

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card:

Additional Notes:

English,Italian
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mistero a villa milaflora

boring, its like old school phone game
don't go for it. This game is really hard if you are not familiar with the habbits of gopniks. If you understand their motive and
why they playing such hardbass music wearing adidas u find yourself perfectly in place with this one.
10/10 would lenin again!. not good not bad
. Interesting story line. Puzzles are challenging. Very entertaining overall and the extra unlockable mini story is an added bonus..
These items are great in a pinch but I try to finish battles as quick as possible, these items are great for beginning adventurers!. it
says here The Crew Season Pass is on my steam library but i dont have it there, how can i get this working since i already pay
for it?. Instant Dungeon is a crossing between rogue-like and platform with random generated levels.

It's the kind of game easy to learn hard to master, and it gives u that feeling "Try it one more time", because u know why u died
and how to fix it

The pros:

It's fun, addictive, is as hard as u want it to be.. later levels will show U if u think u are good:)

The cons:

At some point u want more.. because u like it, Is this really a bad thing? Well yes because i wold like my character to advance in
some other way then a consumable item from the ground

In conclusion i had fun with this game once i could run it :)
If u are into platformers and "death/ try" again games this could be your launch break getaway.

As a final point... if u play this game on a laptop make sure the game uses the dedicated card and not the integrated one.. or will
not work.

------------------------------------------

Update:
As in 05.12.2014 the game updated, works on my pc's and on the laptop. I will play it and write my impressions. What i can say
for now is that these guys care about their product and worked to fix it.

Old stuff:
This game does not start, i get a loading screen and then the app crashes.

I can't review a game that does not start in any other way then a negative way.

PS: i have tried it on 2 pc's and a laptop.

I will follow up this review as soon as the game is playable.
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Love it! Tons of costumes.. One of those throw things at things angry birds style physics games except this one perhaps is a bit
more puzzle-like and requires a bit more planning about how your shots will ricochet off things. The game is also really really
nice looking and and I can recommend it over other birdslikes just based on the amount of style it exudes.. This wave-based
shooter is more fun and immersive than I expected. The demo was great - at the time - but in the months since the demo went
live, it seems *everything* is coming up zombies in the VR world.

Still, the gun action feels good, and the re-tuned waves are more exciting and hectic now. I'm getting some good play value out
of it, and looking forward to the later levels.

You definitely want to play this one alone in a room with headphones on. Some good scare moments, and memorable
atmosphere.. Absolutely horrible game, but very fun to play.
13/10 Kebab. No just dont. Get any other farming simulator.. SOOOOOOOOOO cool. This "tech demo" as it is right now has a
unique freedom of movement. i love the wings and sugest adding wing suit alternative costume or maybe a pair of lazer blue jet
airplane wings, maybe some rings to fly through for trick flying games. Obvoiusly if dogfighting multiplayer rooms were added
some day this game could make some real cash. Totaly still in development dont expect a goal or score yet but it is liberating to
rocket to the top of the map then use the wings to glide down and land like a bird. MUST TRY. --support this dev!--. I'd like to
start by mentioning that this actually a really good game. Yes, it has a few bugs here and there but at least it is still playable. For
such a reasonable price, this is a good game. Remember, it came out in 2009 so we can't expect anything special. But for 2009,
it actually has quite good graphics. The PATH route is quite a nice length, not too long and not too short. You can get a shift
over, within about half an hour. The graphics inside the tunnels are excellent, especially the dynamic lighting that lights up the
cab as you drive along. Above ground, the graphics aren't all that, but I really like the detail on the track and the signals are very
bright which means you can see them from a long way off. When driving east above ground you can also see the Manhattan
skyline, which I find a very nice touch to the game. In stations, you can enter free roam mode which allows you to explore.
However, there is a very annoying platform bug which means that if you accidentally walk off the edge of a platform, it is
impossible for you to get back up again. Therefore, you have no choice but to end the mission and start all over again. The
people on the platform are static but for a 2009 game, we can't really complain. There are about three trains that you can choose
from, but they all seem to be exactly the same inside the cab, so it doesn't really make any difference. Something that can be
really annoying when driving is that you have to control the announcements manually by pressing keys. This can get quite
boring. The station graphics could be a touch better but they are not too bad either. Another thing, is that you have to manually
configure all the keys before you drive. There is no tutorial, so I guess you are just expected to learn yourself. The speed limits
in the game are also very harsh. They can just change at any time. You could be just driving along at 40mph and then you notice
that the limit has changed to 15mph, with a tight curve approaching. A major disappointment was that there is no speedometer
inside the cab. You have to totally rely on the route monitor screen. Tight curves can also derail the train, if you are not paying
attention to the speed restrictions. There are AI trains in the game, but you can only see them when you are above ground, and
not in underground stations.
Overall, I rate this game 7.5/10. It has some very nice features and but also some really annoying bugs. But for such a cheap
price, I'd say it is worth buying and it doesn't require a high spec pc to run either, although I strongly recommend you check the
minimum requirements first, just in case.. Our usual JackBox team got together to try out Awkward thinking it would be
something along the same lines.

Super. Boring.

It suffers from the same problems as some of the JackBox games do, it tries too hard to be funny without leaving any room for
the player to be funny. We were hoping that the different game modes (based on the number of people playing the game) would
help mix things up a little, but they all just variations on the same 50/50 guess. Ho hum.. This game is not finished. Framerate
goes from 79fps down to 3-5fps about every 5 seconds. the content may be offically complete but there is more work needed on
this game.
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